LESSON XVIII
1

ORAL RECITATION/REVIEW
Recitation:
a) p.p. & reg. endings of 		
amo, móneo, áudio
b) model verbs 6 tenses 		
		
active/passive
		
c) all irreg. p.p.
d) verb meanings
e) imperatives
f) 5 declensions
g) adjectives			
h) preposition songs
i) ordinal/cardinal numbers
j) ego, tu
is ea id
hic haec hoc
ille illa illud
iste ista istud

LESSON XVIII

Intensive Pronoun and Adjective - ipse ipsa ipsum

LATIN SAYING
Say aloud with students.

sciéntia -ae 		
potestas -tatis
ipse ipsa ipsum
sum es est		

knowledge
power
itself
to be

This saying illustrates the ability of Latin
to emphasize words by its variable word
order. Ipsa is placed first in the sentence!
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Intensive Pronouns
 Intensives vs. Reﬂexives. The forms for intensive and reﬂexive pronouns are identical
in English - myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves - but
diﬀerent in Latin. (Reﬂexives will be taught in Lesson XIX.)
• The intensive pronoun emphasizes a particular noun in either the subject or the
predicate. It almost always functions as an adjective except when it refers to an
antecedent in another clause.
The general himself led the charge.
intensive (intensiﬁes general)
We can hang the door ourselves.
intensive (intensiﬁes We)

Grammar Questions: TF 32-57
Vocab Drill: TF Column 2, 3
2

Knowledge itself is power. - Francis Bacon

Ipsa sciéntia potestas est.

• The reﬂexive pronoun is always in the predicate and refers back to the subject of
its own clause. It never functions as an adjective. Study these examples.
reﬂexive (refers back to I)
I hit myself on the foot.
The general gave himself a reward.
reﬂexive (refers back to general)
 The intensive pronoun ipse ipsa ipsum is formed in a manner similar to the other
pronouns in this unit. The stem is ips and the neuter singular ending is um instead
of ud.
 The intensive pronoun can be used to intensify or emphasize any word in the sentence.
Ipse equum vidi.
Ipsum equum vidi.
Ipsi equum vídimus.
Ipsos equos vídimus.

I saw the horse myself.
I saw the horse itself.
We ourselves saw the horse.
We saw the horses themselves.
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Grammar - Chalk talk
Let’s review pronouns. What are the eight kinds of pronouns? (personal, possessive, reflexive, intensive,
interrogative, relative, demonstrative, indefinite) Which ones have we covered? (personal, possessive,
demonstrative) What are the three persons of personal pronouns? (1st person, 2nd person, 3rd person)
What are the 1st-person pronouns? (ego, mei, etc.) What are the 2nd-person pronouns? (tu, tibi, etc.)
What are the 3rd-person pronouns? (is ea id)
What are the possessive pronouns? (meus, tuus, noster, vester, suus) How many demonstrative pronouns
are there in Latin? (four) What are they? (hic haec hoc; is ea id; ille illa illud; iste ista istud)
In today’s lesson we will take up two additional kinds of pronouns, intensive and reflexive pronouns.
Intensive and reflexive pronouns have the same forms in English but different forms in Latin. Ask
students to read this lesson silently and then ask questions. What are the two kinds of pronouns that
have the same forms in English but different forms in Latin? (intensive and reflexive) How do you form
these pronouns in English? (by adding self or selves to him, her, my, your, them) What does an intensive
pronoun do? (emphasizes a particular noun in either the subject or predicate) What does a reflexive
pronoun do? (refers back to the subject of its own clause) Intensive pronouns can function as what part
of speech? (adjectives) Can reflexive pronouns function as adjectives? (no)
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Word Study ♦ Grammar ♦ Syntax
 There are other forms of intensive emphasis in English besides -self. Thus, the Latin ipse
can sometimes be translated with expressions such as even or that (this) very.
Ipsam epístulam scripsi.
Praémium mihi ipsi dedit.

I wrote that very letter.
He gave a prize even to me.

Ipsa sciéntia potestas est. A phrase attributed to the English philosopher Sir
Francis Bacon, who wrote Novum Organum, a work which was inﬂuential in
the development of the scientiﬁc method and the scientiﬁc revolution.

Vocabulary
agmen ágminis

n. army on the march, column

carmen cárminis

n. song

corpus córporis

n. body

corpse

genus géneris

n. race, kind, class

genus

iter itíneris

n. journey

itinerary

onus óneris

n. burden

onerous

opus óperis

n. work

opera

tempus témporis

n. time

temporary

ver veris

n. spring

vernal

vulnus vúlneris

n. wound

vulnerable

ipse ipsa ipsum

myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself,
ourselves, yourselves, themselves
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VOCABULARY
Say each noun aloud with its
genitive form, meaning, and
derivatives; have students repeat
after you. Begin every day with
this oral drill of the week’s new
vocabulary. What is the declension
of these nouns? (3rd declension)
What is the gender? (neuter) 3rddeclension nouns ending in us or
men are usually neuter.
Decline all of these nouns orally.
Help students remember to
apply the neuter endings. 3rddeclension neuters are hard for
students to remember; they want
to use the M/F endings instead of
the neuter endings.
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GRAmmAR (CONT.)
Emphasize that intensive pronouns can function as adjectives and pronouns. They are almost always
adjectives, as shown in the first two examples in the Student Text (The general himself..., We can hang...)
Intensives function as pronouns when referring to an antecedent in another clause. Write the following
example on the board. Ask students how the intensive functions in this sentence. (as a pronoun) Why?
(It refers to an antecedent, mílites, in another clause.)
Vidésne mílites? Ipsi urbem servant.
Do you see the soldiers? They themselves are guarding the city.
CCA ipse with iste. (The only difference is the -um instead of -ud ending for the neuter singular ending.
The stem of ipse is ips; the stem of iste is ist.) Memorize the declension of ipse. What are the meanings
of ipse? (himself, herself, itself, themselves) Recite across as you do the other pronouns.
Practice reciting all of your pronouns:

is ea id
iste ista istud

hic hace hoc
ipse ipsa ipsum

ille illa illud

Hint for teachers learning Latin as they teach: It may be helpful to learn Lessons 18 and 19 before you
need to teach Lesson 18. Since the difference in English between the intensive and reflexive is only in use,
not form, it is good to see both intensive and reflexive pronouns in Latin in action.
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